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Herms  has  opened a new leather production facility. Image credit: Herms

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Today in luxury:

Birkin bag maker Herms expands manufacturing with new French workshop

French luxury handbag maker Herms said on April 6 it had opened a new manufacturing plant in eastern France, as
rivals like LVMH's Louis Vuitton also expand leather goods production to keep up with thriving Chinese demand,
says Reuters.

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters

Why the jewelry industry should engage with the UN Sustainable Development Goals

With a complex and opaque supply chain which often involves the shipment of gemstones in and out of numerous
countries as they are mined, cut, processed and polished the $148 billion jewelry industry is notoriously difficult to
regulate, according to Business of Fashion.

Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion

When labels meet tables: fashion and furniture converge

Vuitton, Loewe and Prada are just some of the houses involved in major design collaborations, says the Financial
Times.

Click here to read the entire article on the Financial T imes

Aston Martin plans to appoint 3 banks to prepare 4B pounds float: source

Aston Martin is preparing to appoint three banks to manage a possible London stock market listing of the luxury car
manufacturer that could value it at between 4 billion pounds and 5 billion pounds, according to a source with direct
knowledge of the matter, per The New York Times.
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Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times
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